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Record Labels vs. Napster
THIS HIDDEN SITE HAS BEEN SEIZED

by the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
in conjunction with the IRS Criminal Investigation Division,
ICE Homeland Security Investigations, and the Drug Enforcement Administration,
in accordance with a seizure warrant obtained by the
United States Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York
and issued pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 983(i) by the
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York
THIS HIDDEN SITE HAS RISEN AGAIN

by the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
in conjunction with the IRS Criminal Investigation Division,
ICE Homeland Security Investigations, and the Drug Enforcement Administration,
in accordance with a seizure warrant obtained by the
United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York
and issued pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 983(j) by the
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York
Dread Pirate —> Defcon
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We need to be agile
Therefore,
We need agile leaders
What’s an agile leader?
Three Implications
1) The Cost of Control
The Silk Road
Pyotr Ufimtsev
2) The Opposite of Control Is Enablement
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When Prius Drivers Get MAD! | A Man Getting Yelled At For Driving A Diesel
ChiMotorTrend • 1.1M views • 3 years ago
When Prius drivers get mad... A Man getting yelled at for driving a 'gas guzzlin' piece o' shit' Original video by: ddcutlass?? Shared ...

Angry Prius Driver!!
RiderLifeStyle • 178K views • 2 years ago
I was trying to be a nice guy but I still have places to be too :D Smash that LIKE button, COMMENT, and SUBSCRIBE!!!

When a Prius owner confronts a pickup driver
bleksa3rocks • 1.6M views • 6 years ago
I'm not the truck owner I'm just reposting the video) Prius owner vs pickup truck owner, shame the Prius owner doesn't realise that....

Prius Owner vs. Diesel Truck Owner
FallinVideoTV • 668K views • 6 years ago
Follow our new channel for funny Vine Compilations https://www.youtube.com/user/DailyVineComedy Listen, driving a huge ...
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Terror Attack In Nice 2016 - Truck Driver / RARE VIDEO /
SECURITY • 2.8M views • 1 year ago
PrayForNice If you are in France, remember to follow the authorities instructions, and notify relatives and tell them that you're okay.
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Beyond Fake News…
Digital Echo
The Explosion in Bangkok, Thailand

Facebook Safety Check
Dec 28, 2016

The Safety Check for this crisis has been turned off.

Friends in Area
Search for Friends

All Safe Not Marked

No friends listed in the area

About the Crisis

What Happened: Explosion
When: Dec 28, 2016

Affected Cities: Bangkok, Thailand
Confirmation Source: Media Sources

Emergency Services
191

This Safety Check was turned on based on the Facebook activity of people in the affected area.
Beyond Fake News: The Digital Echo
Case Study:
If U.C. Berkeley does not allow free speech and practices violence on innocent people with a different point of view - NO FEDERAL FUNDS?
3) Listen, Amplify, Include
RADICAL INCLUSION

What the Post-9/11 World Should Have Taught Us About Leadership

MARTIN DEMPSEY

ORI BRAFMAN

New York Times Bestselling Author
Launch Inclusive Networks and Co-Elevate
Concentrate the **What**; Distribute the **How**
Change the Context
HONOR June 4, 2016, as Bridging the Military-Civilian Divide Day

WHEREAS, Our society faces ever-increasing challenges, yet our nation seems more divided than ever; and

WHEREAS, The complex nature of the problems facing our nation require cross-sector collaboration; and

WHEREAS, Regardless of political views, we are all Americans; and

WHEREAS, Berkeley is built on a foundation of mutual understanding; and

WHEREAS, We are at our best when we both allow political disagreement and find common values; and

WHEREAS, Civilians and military personnel alike believe in service to our country; and

WHEREAS, Bridging the divide between people living in different parts of the country, from different religions, and with differing politics is among our country’s top priorities.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Berkeley hereby declares the day of June 4, 2016, Bridging the Military-Civilian Divide Day

We invite everyone to reflect on finding common ground and understanding in the nation, in California, and in the City of Berkeley.

[Signatures]
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We invite everyone to reflect on finding common ground and understanding in the nation, in California, and in the City of Berkeley.
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